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2. Web Services Strategy and Roadmap Y Y
Enterprise
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Enterprise
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In the last few days of January CBDI completed our tests

of the Microsoft WSE and IBM WSTK environments,

successfully exchanging secure messages compliant with

WS-Security protocols, with signing and encryption. The

key achievement here is the standards based, secure

interoperability between heterogeneous environments. In

these tests we have learned a great deal about the toolkits

and secure Web Services in general, and the results have

been thoroughly documented and have been offered to the

newly formed WSI Basic Security Work Plan Task Force. The

results are also now publicly available, see reference below.

Editorial
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Whilst this testing and demonstration
work has been interesting, it’s most
important deliverable for us has been the
re-evaluation of the de facto architectural
approach to security implementation. In
this month’s Journal our lead report
examines the impacts on existing
session and firewall based security, and
summarizes the WS-Security support
which is now coming available from a
number to tools, as well as IBM and
Microsoft. We discuss the potential
issues that will surface, as existing
practices and policies are subject to
review, as application and message level
security becomes an intrinsic part of
Service and product design.

Service security is clearly going to be a
major issue; and getting closure on
distribution of sensitive security
responsibilities to developers and
projects will undoubtedly cause stress in
many organizations. Over and over
again, we relearn the lesson that the
technology issues are in the end
generally pretty easy. The really difficult
issues are the organizational and cultural
matters that have to be resolved before
you can really capitalize on the new
functionality.

Regards, David Sprott

david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

http://www.cbdiforum.com/bronze/ws_security.php3
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By Jonathan Stephenson Introduction
A quick show of hands at last year’s web
services seminars showed that the main
barrier to the wholesale adoption of web
services was security and trust. The
fact that it builds on well established
e-commerce servers that are generally
accepted as being ‘safe enough’ suggest
that web services are considered to be
another, higher level of risk. E-commerce
is about the exchange of web pages and
a little Java script; to some, Web
Services represent a hole in the firewall
through which undesirables can strike
at the heart of corporate systems. A
melodramatic statement for the
opposition, but it would be well to face
up to that point of view before presenting
your 2003 web services development
plan to the board.

Many of the publicized hacking scandals
over the last two years were caused by

downright poor application development.
Credit card information left on servers,
presumably in plain text, offers a prime
example. Surely, any good corporate
developer would want this data encrypted
and stored in the database server and
nowhere else? But in addition to
highlighting the shortcuts that some web
developers have taken, it puts the
spotlight on the limitations of a fortress
approach. This is the castle drawbridge
mentality that says that if you can get
past the front gate you must be bone
fide; therefore we won't worry about
leaving the crown jewels lying around.  

Security for an application has to be
the responsibility of the application
development team. Applications should
be self-testing and diagnosing when it
comes to such important issues. In
general application code could be much
more functional in the area of security

The new WS-Security protocols require a thorough review

of our approach to security. The new protocols enable

security at the application and message level, which

theoretically open up opportunities for much finer grained

control over security applied to specific transactions or

messages. But how does this affect existing practices of

session and firewall based security? We consider the

issues, look at the support available from leading toolkits

and make clear recommendations for revising the layered

security architecture.

Web Services Architectures
for Security

Best Practice Report



inevitable conclusion that the enterprise
will ideally need both. Firewalls will
evolve their XML capabilities to enforce
company wide policies for SOAP
access; application servers will control
the finer grained access and service
level management. This satisfies the
requirements of the network management
teams who control firewalls and the
application developers who need to take
responsibility for their assets.

The SSL Issue
SSL is a good solution for server-to-server
security but it can’t adequately address
the scenario where a SOAP request is
routed via more than one server. In this
case the recipient still has to request
credentials of the sender and the
scalability of the system is compromised.
The session-based authentication
mechanisms used by SSL have no
standardized way to transfer credentials
to service providers via SOAP messages.
If authentication and decryption is done
at the HTTPS server it suggests that data
is plain text from the server to its
end-point. It is often the case that the
application is forced to re-authenticate
the user using an application-specific
system by implementing its own
encrypted password access.

Corporate firewalls will provide security
at a network protocol level and through
challenge/response protocols and will
authenticate external users using
passwords, PKI or single-use passwords.
For simple B2B document exchange this
is a good solution, but for a service
offering multiple, differentiated behaviors
to a wider audience it is unlikely to offer
enough sophistication. For example if
authentication credentials were to be
embedded in the SOAP messages we
could eliminate the need for complex
session-based HTTP protocols and start
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than it is. For example, if the database is
being relied on to restrict access to
certain records in a table, the application
could automatically test its access and
shut down if too many privileges have
been granted. Similarly, if the typical
patterns of use by a client are exceeded
the application could defer some
transactions until a ‘hold’ has been
cleared by a supervisor.

In this report we make the case that an
application built with web services
requires a new layer of security that is
separate from the network firewalls,
which in the main can do no more than
block unwanted protocols and rogue IP
addresses. There is an interesting
conflict in that in order to empower
an application, the credentials and
encryption capabilities have to be moved
nearer to the code and away from the
infrastructure. But, to maintain a clean
separation of concerns the service
implementation must be clearly separated
from the security management layer. The
new SOAP protocols for WS-security
allow an application to deal with data
that is private, right from the point of
entry, all the way through to the point
of delivery, and even then it can
remain encrypted in storage. Similarly,
authentication is end-to-end, from the
individual that signs the request right
through to the business process that
checks the ID. This is how you do
conventional business – you sign the
check, not the postman. A system of
commerce where you are forced to use
the delivery mechanism to provide trust
and privacy is never going to be as safe
as one where protocols work at the
message level.

In this report we take a closer look at the
contributions that application servers
and network firewalls can make in
securing web services and reach the

continues...

to manage access to individual services
according to flexible rules, agreements
and service levels. Credentials that flow
with the XML messages have the effect
of disengaging security management
from the infrastructure – messages can
now flow in and out of the service bus
using different transport mechanisms,
intranet and extranet users are treated
equally; you could even mail your XML
documents on a floppy and be subject
to the same security checks. After
authentication of the remote request by
an XML-aware firewall using mutual
certificates, the SOAP that arrives at the
application may contain credentials for
the user, remote server and firewall. The
signed data added by the firewall can
include a timestamp used to log the time
of arrival of the message. With this added
capability non-repudiation claims are
simplified; PKI signatures prove the origin
and time of each message creation.
WS-Security is specifically designed to
allow signatures to be accumulated en
route. In combination with the routing
capabilities of WS-routing a SOAP
message can become its own evidence
trail if a break-in or denial of service
attack is detected.

So where should the security management
layer be hosted?

Net Appliance
The approach that sees SOAP security
as an extension of the traditional firewall
is what we will call the ‘net appliance’
approach. It consists of a separate box
that guards the network boundary by
sniffing out SOAP packets and treating
them to a series of checks and filters.
Once through the checks, the SOAP then
flows off to its target URI.

If the established firewalls were to be
given this functionality they could verify
credentials, timestamp and sign the
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Web Services Architectures for Security continued...

and Microsoft so any developer working
in these environments will find this the
line of least resistance. Although it is
perfectly possible to build a layered
architecture using this approach, the
temptation will be to mix up the
application code with the management
code and create a dependency on the
application container that could be
worse than the dependency we had on
the network transport!

The layered model we are aiming for
separates security and management
from the service implementation. So
adding security attributes to a web
application and exposing it as a web
service does not fit the required
architecture. Ideally, security attributes
should be configurable at deployment
or indeed runtime by the system
administrator. IBM’s AlphaWorks WSTK
release has a demonstration of what they
call the services bus whereby services
can be plugged into a bus that supplies
security, logging, user accounts and
contracts.

Application servers such as WebSphere,
WebLogic and .NET Server are all logical 
nodes on the network to implement
SOAP security. Provided that the security

is declarative and not programmed into
the service implementation then the
layered architecture requirement is
satisfied. A service manager snap-in
along the lines of the Windows2K
component services manager would
complete the administration tools.
However, a link back to the network
firewall to implement an IP block on
denial of service attacks would be an
extra requirement. We checked with BEA
and their WS-security release will be v8
of the WebLogic Workshop later in 2003.

Coexistence
It is clear that the network firewall and the
application container will both play a role
in securing enterprise web services. Each
has its place, the firewall providing an
enterprise policy on the use of SOAP and
the application server, a finer degree of
control of access control – perhaps as fine
as per-method, per user. Table 1 opposite
summarizes how we see the two being
implemented.

The SOAP Firewall Wish-list
The important functions of the application
firewall fall into two main categories:

Signing and Authentication
This provides both user authentication
and a guarantee of message integrity
through the use of the message digest
which is encrypted with the private key
before sending. By including a time
stamp in the message, and thus in the
digest, the drop-dead time can assist in
preventing denial of service attacks. A
quick comparison of the digest with the
logged message digests can also be
used to foil a replay attack.

Message Privacy
The SOAP body is encrypted using the
public key of the server and can be
read only by the target server. A unique

SOAP before routing it on to its
destination. This would provide a number
of advantages:

1. The path of the SOAP through the
corporate network would be clearly
identifiable in the SOAP packet.

2. The signed timestamp added to the
SOAP header would record the time
of receipt rather like the rubber stamp
used in the conventional mail room.

3. A selective log can be made of
messages from selected individuals.

4. Low priority mail could be queued
with a lower priority and server loading
optimized for priority customers.

5. Application firewalls can be
implemented non-invasively, i.e. the
service requestor code should not
need changing because IP packets
are routed via the firewall at a
transport level.

Application Container
The application containers such as J2EE
and .NET are the first products to
‘understand’ the new SOAP standards
and by default will become the Web
Services management layers for early
adopters. SOAP handlers that understand
WS-security are available now from IBM 

Figure 1: Layered Security Model
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continues...

identifier for the encryption token is
stored in the SOAP message so that the
target server can search its local keys for
a suitable decryption key.

Table 2 shows a wish-list and our first-cut
at the functional specification for the
logical application firewall. We suggest
that Level 1 is designed so that it could
be implemented at the corporate firewall. 

XML Network Firewall Application Server

Corporate policy on SOAP

Stable policy, one point of entry

Token format policy

Target URI policy

DoS protection

Replay attack protection

Application policy

Policies reviewed by application

User authentication

Class/assembly and method granularity

Encryption policies

Service level agreement management

Table 1: Network Firewall vs Application Server Based Security

Level 1 Corporate Policy Error Action (block, alert)

Test

IP Blocked test

SOAP Header: Has basic Name/PW

SOAP Header: Has encrypted Name/PW

SOAP Header has X509 token 

SOAP Header has other token type

Target URI Test

Add to block lst/Alert

IP has been blocked

Name/pw access to services not allowed

Name/pw  not allowed

X509 not allowed

Log IP, token ID is not valid

Service disallowed

Alt

✓

Blk

✓

✓

✓

✓

OK

OK

Name/pw allowed

Name/pw allowed

X509 supported

OK

Service OK

Level 2 Trust Chains

Token is in block list

Token signed by trusted CA

Tokens in local certificate store

Tokens in Corporate Directory

Yes:  block it and alert

No:  Log IP, token ID

No:  Log IP, token ID

No:  Log IP, token ID

✓

?

?

?

✓

✓

✓

✓

No - OK

Yes - OK

Yes - OK

Yes - OK

Level 3 Service Access

Test Target URI

Test Target URI for this Token

Service agreement valid

Service disallowed

Service disallowed for this user

Service agreement is on stop

Service exists

User has access

OK to use service

Denial Of Service Protection

Test IP is in blocked list

Test token/pw for blocked list

Test token/pw for blocked list and time
since last seen < threshold

Yes: IP is suspect, either block or test ID

Yes: Token has been used repeatedly –
log timestamp

Yes: Looks like DOS – block IP and alert

✓

✓✓

No: IP is OK

No: Token not
seen before

No: Not DOS
attack

Replay Attacks

Test digest and timestamp and compare
with log

Match not found:  OK ✓Match found:
Block RA

Table 2:Functional specification for the logical application firewall
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Web Services Architectures for Security continued...

specification provides a way to serve
certificates over a network and there is
an alpha version of this in the IBM
WSTK. For a large enterprise this may
be a future approach to certificate
management.

A web services strategy for smart clients
must include a lightweight SOAP proxy
for the client machines that can be
configured and managed centrally.

Current Implementations
of WS-Security
.NET WSE
Microsoft is currently shipping an
extension to the .NET framework called
WSE 1.0. This provides a set of filters
that together make up a pipeline through
which each SOAP message passes.
These filters are configured via XML
config. files in the application directory
(or the machine config files for global

settings). They provide signing, encryption,
time stamping and logging. The security
classes, which are part of the
enhancements kit, provide the developer
with a complete library of tools for
manipulating the security tokens and
SOAP messages. You can add your own
custom filters and add them to the
pipeline for web services.

IBM’s WSTK
IBM is shipping a set of AXIS handlers
that work in a very similar way to the
filters in the Microsoft WSE. The AXIS
handlers are added to the ‘chain’ for a
particular service when it is registered
with the AXIS client administration tool.
Once the chain has been created the
handlers cannot be changed dynamically
– you can of course create a completely
new chain and then de-register the first.

The WS-security handlers form part of
a demo in the WSTK but are not a

Credential Mapping
Once your consumption of secured web
services grows beyond one or two
servers you may need to consider
implementing a ‘single sign on’
approach where by clients have one set
of credentials but a proxy server maps
each set of tokens to those required by
the target service as it routes the service
call on to the provider. The WS-routing
specification will be an important
standard to consider here. Without
WS-routing, each service request
specifies a target URI and it would be
difficult to intercept the SOAP messages
without changing the client code.
WS-routing offers a clean way to
implement a layered approach. A proxy
server en-route checks the local
credentials and then adds another token
which is accepted by the target server.

SOAP Clients and
WS-Security
In many ways the deployment of client
applications using WS-security is more
challenging than the server. The
programming model for web applications
has been established for corporate
intranet applications in that the web-top
already supports certificates and
challenge/response authentication. Once
you move towards a mobile computing
scenario where smart clients
communicate through web services with
WS-security you need to manage the
PKI requirements as follows:

1. Each client must have a signing
certificate which is trusted by the
service provider, or the proxy if
routing the request.

2. Each client must have a public
certificate for the service provider with
which to encrypt the service request.

If your company already manages a full
PKI infrastructure for its user community 
this will be routine – otherwise there is a
learning curve to go through. The XKMS 

Figure 2: Client Deployment with WS-security

Architecture

Authentication tokens

Routing

Proxy installed with application from network server

Security Policy available to network management server

Can be replaced without re-coding application.

Supports X509 and other tokens in use

Supports SmartCards

Supports Passport, XKMS, Alliance and Kerberos

SOAP routing set by policy

Table 3: Potential features for the smart-client WS framework



Many of the

products featued by

CBDI support aspects

of WS-Secruity.
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Some don’t implement the proposed
WS-security standard as they are waiting
for the final standard to be ratified. In the
following table we have given just the
first column to indicate support for the
latest WS-security proposal. The other
columns therefore indicate support for
application firewall capabilities using
standards, which may not be WS-sec.
A (✓) means requirements are
partially met or met through integration
with another product. The columns
headings are:

fully-fledged release as yet and features
are limited. Documentation for them is
confined to an overview and only the
comments within the security.xml files
offer the detail needed to set them up.

Other Web Services
Security Products
The following products have been
featured by CBDI over the last year and
provide many of the web security
requirements outlined in this report. 

continues...

Auth: Authentication using XML tokens in the header and signatures that
ensure message integrity, we include X509, SAML and Kerberos.

Conf: Confidentiality through an XML encryption standard, either PKI or
shared secret ciphers.

DoS: Denial of service attack protection, which includes the ability to alert
managers or block IP addresses after a repeated authentication failure
or a request frequency out of acceptable range.

Replay: Replay attack protection using signed timestamp information to
disqualify old messages and/or matching log entries.

Validation: The ability to test message content against a DTD or Schema

Non Rep: The ability to create a tamper-proof log of received and transmitted
messages.

SOAP
Security

WS-
sec

AmberPoint*

CapeClear

DataPower

IBM WSTK

Infravio

Msft, WSE

Primordial

Reactivity

TalkingBlocks

Westbridge

WestGlobal*

(✓)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

SSL

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

(✓)

✓

✓

✓

✓

(✓)

✓

(✓)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Auth Conf DoS Replay Validation
Non
Rep

* Confirmation from vendor sought but not received. Products occupy the WS management space and are
not sold as security solutions.

Key Description
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Web Services Architectures for Security continued...

Of the major software vendors Microsoft
is the clear leader in this area with its
WSE release; IBM is close behind. The
good news is that they are working
together to ensure that the proposed
standards are being implemented in a
compatible way and it is possible to
demonstrate interoperability today. In
addition to these players there are a
good number of smaller ISVs with some
innovative products that are ready to ship.

Jonathan Stephenson
jonathan.stephenson@cbdiforum.com

Links

Performance Implications
You will not be surprised that all the
processing required to verify XML
credentials and decipher the data has
a significant negative effect on
performance. Some early benchmarks
on the .NET platform recently showed
that applying WS-security to a service
halved the throughput, which we would
suggest is a good figure considering all
the extra steps involved. Detailed and
controlled benchmarks are not available
on all platforms. DataPower’s XML
firewall is marketed heavily on its
performance characteristics and its
‘wirespeed’ marketing buzzword and the
bright yellow case certainly look fast!
But seriously, DataPower has moved
some of the XML processing capability
into ‘firmware’, updateable through the
use of flash memory. The net-appliance
approach bucks the trend for general
purpose servers but will appeal to
anyone with a deadline and the
DataPower XML accelerator is available
separately if you want to roll your own.

Conclusion
Moving security and trust out of the
infrastructure of the network and putting 
it in a layer above the network is possible
using SOAP standards such as
WS-security. The added control and
clean separation of concerns that this
approach provides is the way forward in
corporate application delivery. Network
management tools will need to evolve to
cope with the granularity of access that
this makes possible.

Two clear implementation patterns have
emerged, the net appliance and the
application server. It is likely that they will
coexist within the larger companies to
provide a combination of a general SOAP
policy at the network firewall and a fine 
grained, differentiated policy on the
application server.

CBDI Report on Microsoft’s WSE
and IBM’s WSTK - Platform
Vendors Move in on Web Services
Management
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/
interact/2002-11/vendor.php3

WS-Security Interop.
demonstration details
http://www.cbdiforum.com/bronze/
ws_security.php3

AmberPoint
http://www.amberpoint.com

CapeClear
http://www.capeclear.com

DataPower
http://www.datapower.com

IBM WSTK
http://alphaworks.ibm.com

Msft, WSE
http://msn.microsoft.com

Primordial
http://www.primordial.com

Reactivity
http://www.reactivity.com

TalkingBlocks
http://www.talkingblocks.com

Westbridge
http://www.westbridgetech.com

WestGlobal
http://www.westglobal.com

Two clear implementation

patterns have emerged,

the net appliance and the

application server.

It is likely that they will

coexist within the larger

companies.
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By Richard Veryard

Everyone is talking about Service Oriented Architectures.

While SOA is what might be termed a loosely defined

concept, it’s a reasonable starting point for creating sets of

loosely coupled services. So bear with me if I make the

sweeping assumption that we are now starting to understand

the technology. But surely the really big question is what

shall we do with it? At this juncture we need to think about

process, methods and modeling. But can we use the same

modeling approach that we have always used for monolithic

applications or components?

Modeling for SOA
What modeling approach is required to
implement a Service Oriented Architecture?

Best Practice Report

continues...

Introduction
A Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is
the technical platform for the service-
based economy (SBE). It has the following
features.

● Ability to invoke remote objects
and services

● Service discovery

● Dynamic binding

● Supports loosely coupled,
asynchronous collaboration as well
as tightly coupled, synchronous
operation.

Examples of SOA platforms include
Microsoft’s .Net and Sun ONE.

SOA is often regarded merely as an easy
way of deploying a component-based
architecture – and in their early use of
SOA, many organizations have not yet
gone beyond CBD.

Since component methods have
generally focused on the interface, many
writers have assumed that these
methods will apply equally to service-
oriented architectures. A component can
be regarded as a bundle of services,
hidden behind service interfaces.
Whether we are building components or
delivering services, we need to produce
models that help us to specify and
package these interfaces. Whether we
are plugging in externally sourced
components, or invoking remote services,
we need to produce models that help us
procure the requisite services.

However, there are several reasons why a
service-based approach is materially
different to a component-based approach.

Firstly, the motivation for both
components and services is often
expressed in terms of reuse and flexibility.
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But the ways in which services can
provide reuse and flexibility are actually
rather different from the way components
do this. A service may be subject to
continual maintenance by the service
provider, constantly striving for
improvements in scope and performance,
so that the same service can be offered
to an ever larger number of consumers.
The developers of a service typically
have much greater ability to monitor the
use of the service and to improve it.
Software services therefore have the
potential to learn much more efficiently
than software components.

And the consumers of a service have
much greater flexibility to switch between
alternative services. The selection of a
service may be done in real time, based
on some set of policies. Use of installed
components is generally not amenable to
such late binding.

While many software experts hold on to
a vision of intelligent, self-managing
components or agents, capable of
context-aware behavior as well as
learning, this vision remains a long way
off for normal commercial software. And

Modeling for SOA continued...

Before After

Internal focus

conventional view of development led process -
primarily focused on containment of complexity;
separation, componentization, parallel development

IT and Business are aligned; ergo Requirement
“should” drive the solution 

Focus on Boundaries – organizational and system

Formal definition of document exchange

Components

Cost containment, reuse, adaptability

External focus

externalized view encourages more radical view of process design;
supports reengineering of business processes which becomes
possible when there is the possibility of automating what have
previously been seen as discrete processes, with different ownerships

IT and Business are synonymous

Requirement and solution are tightly inter dependent 

Focus on cross organizational processes and services

Formal definition of Contracts

Services

Common or shared functionality. Information services as
integral part of business product. Elimination of data
duplication, access to current data sources...

in any case, regular CBD methods don’t
work very well for agent technology either.

The Basic Requirements
We can identify several specific areas
where SOA is profoundly different to
today's environment.

A cursory examination of leading
development processes will confirm
widespread consensus on the concept
of the Domain or Business Model that
provides a rigorous specification of
requirements. This model is a multi-
dimensional view that will typically
include:

● business process model

● use case model

● business rules

● non functional requirements

● constraints

To this we need to add three important
specifications

● Service definitions

● contract definitions

● information semantics and
ownership

Box 1: Radical Effects of SOA

Service-Based Economy
In the old economy, a standard
enterprise transforms raw materials and
components into finished product. In its
simplest form, the business process can
be represented as the kind of production
line designed by Henry Ford.

● Linear – designed as a series
of steps

● Chronological – steps executed in
time-sequence

● Cumulative - adding value at
each step

● Synchronous – each step
dependent and waiting upon the
previous steps.

Our standard conceptions of both of the
business process and of the software
process have been dominated by the
production line. Although neither the
business process nor the software
process is ever quite as simple as this –
the typical process includes parallel
streams, iteration, queues, workload
buffers and other complications – this is
the starting point.
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services and sells services, and the core
value proposition is the conversion of
input services into output services. This
calls for a very different kind of business
process model, which allows us to see
how services combine and interact to
make other services.

The same considerations apply to IT
systems and their requirements. An IT
application provides a set of services –
either to human users or to other IT
systems – and uses a series of other
services in order to achieve this.
Although for many purposes it is good
enough to have a model that simply
shows the IT services used by the
application, a complete model of the
services used by an IT application should
also show the use of such human
services as system administration.  

Showing how an IT application is
dependent upon human as well as IT
services is particularly important for
requirements like security, where the
functionality of the authorization and
authentication subsystems may be
critically dependent upon human
administrators to issue passwords and
so on. It is also relevant for the design
of On-Demand systems, where the
system’s ability to respond to changes in
demand may call for some defined level
of human intervention.

In the traditional economy, the enterprise
is dependent upon the supply of raw
materials and components. Companies
pay considerable attention to the supply
chain, not merely to drive down costs but
also to deal with various risks such as
interruption or contamination of supply
that would threaten business efficiency
and continuity. In the service-based
economy, we need to pay similar
attention to the service supply chain –
making sure that dependencies on
service providers are properly managed.

In theory, manufacturing could go all the
way from raw materials to finished goods
in a single production line. However, in
most manufacturing contexts, this
production line is subdivided, with some
production lines designed to produce
components, which are then input to
other production lines. This is usually true
even in so-called vertically integrated
companies, where all the production
lines belong to the same company and
are fairly tightly coordinated. Until
recently, most software development
was organized in a single production line
– with a complete application produced,
as it were, from nothing. Within the CBD
world, however, we have long been
aware of the advantages of starting with
“something” (reuse of existing artifacts),
and of so-called twin-track development,
where the software process is divided
into at least two production lines –
one to produce software components,
and another to assemble software
components into applications.

Even service industries, such as finance,
are often based on business processes
constructed on the same principles
and assumptions: linear, chronological,
cumulative and synchronous. This is the
normal basis for defining workflow and
controlling work, so that an increasing
proportion of the workforce may be
working within some kind of virtual or
abstract production line – converting blank
application forms into mortgages, say.

But the business process is not just the
workflow. A bank doesn’t make money
by converting blank forms into
mortgages; it makes money by providing
a range of savings and loan services
to its customers.

In the service-based economy, the core
business model is no longer based on
the conversion of raw materials into
finished goods. The enterprise buys in
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Service Definition
We can identify a number of different
types of service, as shown in Box 2. These
types are structurally and commercially
different, although there are undoubtedly
many hybrid/borderline cases.

It is very common for an enterprise to
buy in services of one kind, and sell
services of a different kind. For example,
an airport operator buys in a range
of responsibility-based maintenance
services, and sells landing slots to
airlines. A rail network operator may
subcontract track maintenance to a
group of engineering firms, and sell time
on the network to train operators.

One of the challenges facing such
enterprises is that the mapping between
the input services and the output
services is often very complex. If you
want to deliver a given quality of service
to your customers – for example, a
defined level of availability or delay on an
access-based service – you need to
convert this service level into a series of
separate service levels, which are then
negotiated with your subcontractors.

The mapping typically involves both
aggregation and transformation (type-
switching). If the enterprise is unable to
manage this mapping, there is a severe
risk of service errors. (This was illustrated 

by the failure of the rail network operator
in the UK, apparently triggered in part by
a complete mismatch between the
SLAs imposed on the track repair
subcontractors and the SLAs and
legitimate safety expectations of the train
companies. Proper modeling provides a
strong mitigation of this risk, since the
model allows managers to check the
correctness, consistency and adequacy
of services inwards and outwards.

Where services are aggregated and
transformed electronically, similar issues 
apply. For example, a security service
may be designed to maintain a series of
secure states (such as privacy) – but it is 

Modeling for SOA continued...

I give/get you something

e.g. Haircut, Information,
Certificate

I take care of something

e.g. Office Cleaning,
Track Inspection & Repair

I permit/enable/empower
you something

e.g. Fishing Permit, Rail
Use, Landing Slot

I solve a problem for you.

e.g. some forms of
Service-On-Demand

Product-Based
Service

Responsibility-
Based Service

Access-Based
Service

Challenge-Based
Service

Typically the service is fulfilled in the form of one or more deliveries. 

A product service is typically triggered by a specific request by the
service user, and fulfilled by a response by the service provider.

The right to trigger product services may sometimes be delegated to
the service provider - either by defining some business rules, or by
delegating authority as part of a challenge-based service

Charging is typically per product or per delivery. Or it may be governed
by a prior access service (such as subscription).

Typically the service provider takes responsibility for a defined entity
over a defined time period.

Beside the core service, the service provider may provide regular or ad
hoc reports about the state of the entity to the service user.

Charging will often be based on a flat fee. T&M charging demands a
degree of trust between the service provider and the service user.

The service is typically delivered in the form of a message that contains
a key and/or allocates a resource.

Access rights and allocations typically expire if not used.

May also include traded options and the like, which confer a defined
right to some other service or trade.

The service provider articulates the solution

The service provider may also articulate the problem.

This entails a high degree of trust.

This may also involve some shared risk and professional indemnity.

Charging is typically problematic, unless it can be done within an
arbitrary “professional” fee structure.

Box 2: Types of Business Service
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then decomposed into a set of specialist
web services and human services that
perform various specific activities such
as authentication and intrusion detection,
as well as password issue.

An abstract model of the service
decomposition should allow us to
consider the web services and human
services side-by-side. Obviously, the
detailed design, implementation, testing
and system management will follow
different paths – but both paths should
start from the same place. There are
three reasons for this.

1. We can then check that the behavior
of the whole sociotechnical system
satisfies its requirements.  

2. We should at any time be able to
switch isolated services from human
to automated, in order to improve the
overall behavior of the system (e.g.
security or performance), without
affecting the remaining structure.

3. This also allows us to model manual
execution and override for abnormal
conditions or contexts, to support
differentiated services or exception
handling.

Service Design

Goals
1. Each service should offer a

meaningful and attractive
proposition to users.

2. The collection of available services
should form a coherent whole. 

3. The delivery of the services should
be sustainable, across a broad
range of demand scenarios.

Box 3: Service Design Goals
(Service Provider View)

Models allow business users to
understand service descriptions and
policies. We cannot expect business 

users to make sense of WSDL, SOAP,
XML and the rest.

Service Identification and Bundling
Requirements need to be decomposed
into discrete services.

This can be done in various ways,
representing partitioning and clustering
against different model views.

● Information Modeling -
each service handles a simple set
of data elements

● Collaboration Modeling -
each service handles a single
process step

● Rule Modeling -
each rule is encapsulated in a
separate service

Partitioning and clustering is not well
supported by current tools, and many
experts only offer a single partitioning
method. For many simple SOA
applications, a single partitioning method
is good enough. However, we believe
that a large SOA environment should
have the capability to deploy alternative
methods.

Service Context and Differentiation
A service should be designed to operate
in as many different contexts as possible.  

Product

Price

Platform

Publication

Packaging

Functional and non-functional characteristics of a single service –
possibly described as a Use Case.

Charging model and charging rates. Within a single enterprise,
this would cover transfer pricing.

Delivery mechanism, protocols, infrastructure.

Promotion and brokerage mechanism – how potential users
discover, evaluate and negotiate the service.

Bundling or aggregation of several services (possibly from
third-party sources) – for the purposes of promotion, pricing or
delivery.

This requires some modeling of the
service context. It may also require some
modeling of the differentiation policies to
be applied when executing the service.

For example, if a service is to operate
differently for employees and for other
users, there has to be some context
model that shows how employees are to
be differentiated from other users. In
this example, the context may seem
very simple, but in practice such
context models can get fairly complex
quite quickly.

A context model is usually some form
of information model that defines a
series of object properties to determine
status. Where the status depends on
the execution of prior processes, the
information model will need to be linked
with some other models. This can all be
done within UML.

As an example, an internet shopping
website may have a special introductory
offer for new visitors. This means that
“new visitor” may need to be represented
as part of the context for a number of
services. There are various ways that this 
“new visitor” status might be detected –
from checking previous registrations to
checking the presence of cookies on the 

Aspects of Design

Box 4: 5P Framework
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● minimize dependencies and thus
maximize adaptability

● use blackbox testing

● have choice of Services and easier
change of supply

Bertrand Meyer’s Design by Contract
(DbC) has had an important influence on 
CBD. In its original form, it developed the
idea that components and services could
be specified in terms of a logical or
functional contract. This contract might
well be expressed as a set of
preconditions, postconditions and
invariants. In its original form, Design
by Contract made a number of
simplifying assumptions. The interacting
components or services were based on a
single semantics, and were managed

Modeling for SOA continued...

visitor’s machine. Since neither of these
mechanisms are completely reliable, we
should not want the services using this
context to be tightly coupled with the
mechanism that is used to determine
context. “New visitor” status is not a
precondition for using a particular
service, but it may be a precondition for
getting particular outcomes from that
service. This precondition is therefore
expressed against a context model.

Contracts
The importance of the contract in SOA
cannot be overestimated. The formal
contract is the device that allows us to:

● create virtual businesses

● formalize system scope and
boundaries

Figure 1: Aspects of Contract

Relationship Contract Contract Management Tool (example)

Service Level Agreement (SLA)

Quality of Service (QoS) specification

Web services to be consumed

Costs (time/usage based)

Security impositions

Web Service definitions

other details such as client’s locale,
available web service mirrors, etc.

The BizSpeak contract manager provides interface to formulate business policies
for the consumption of web services on a per client per web service basis.

The runtime binding evaluates a web service endpoint based on the currently active
contract between the service provider and the service consumer.

If the web service has multiple mirrors, then the runtime binding tries to route the
service invocation to the nearest
or highest performing mirror.

Box 5: Relationship Contract Management. Example: BizSpeak (source Itellix)1

centrally. Quality of service and
performance were not covered by Design
by Contract, because it was conceived
as a tightly coupled component based
concept, and thus had to be addressed
separately.

In contrast, we see Service Based
Design by Contract as covering a wider
set of design issues in an holistic way. The
contract includes QoS and commercial
specifications, as well as logical/function
ones, as shown in Figure 1.

The term “web service contract” is
sometimes used in the very narrow sense
of the syntax/signature of the service
call, as expressed in WSDL/XML. Design
by Contract has a broader concept of
contract, which explicitly includes the
semantics of the service call in terms of
pre/postconditions and invariants, but
against a single semantic vocabulary. 

Web services will be implemented in a
range of formal languages and protocols.
These will not only specify the syntax of
the service (e.g. using WSDL/XML) but
also the semantic vocabulary (e.g. using
RDF or DAML-S) and the pragmatics
(e.g. using BPEL). However, these
languages do not yet cover the full
ground of QoS contracts and
commercial contracts. In the short term,
these aspects of the contract are likely
to be covered by legal contracts and
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SLAs between service providers and
consumers. Some vendors refer to this
broader notion of contract as the
Relationship Contract. See Box 5.
Service management tools such as
Select Component Manager include
such characteristics within the service
repository as metadata. We look forward
to greater standardization in this area, as
this will support greater automation and
interoperability of service management
from both sides.

System Design

Goals
1. Each service should be defined

with the maximum flexibility. We
want to be able to switch service
provider at short notice.

2. Each critical service should either
be delivered by a highly trusted
source, or should be available
from multiple independent sources
with no single point of failure.

3. Where there is a choice of
services, the choice will be driven
by a set of defined policies.

Box 6: System Design Goals
(Service User View)

Among other things, service-oriented
architectures must be designed with a
view to the ease of management –
including supply risk management. If the
enterprise is dependent upon a few key
service providers, this represents a
potential risk to the enterprise.

This leads to a design goal of making
service definitions as general as
possible. Flexibility and the possibility of 
reuse is justified not simply in terms of
reducing costs but also in terms of
reducing risk – avoiding unnecessary
dependency on service source.

It follows that the actual choice of
service is underdetermined by the

service specifications, in order to provide
the necessary flexibility. The choices are
then driven by a set of policies, which are
designed to balance cost, risk, security,
performance and other aspects of
system behavior. These policies typically
overdetermine the choice – in other
words, there should be more than
enough policies to help decide which
service to use in a particular instance,
and there will typically be some ranking
between policies to determine which
policy takes precedence.

Policies may be defined for a single
service, or across a number of services.
Policies may be managed by the
consumer, or on the consumer’s behalf
by a trusted intermediary.

Both the service specifications and the
policies should be based on the system
requirements model. Conversely, since
the service specifications and policies
will need to be expressed in a formal
language – or rather several formal
languages (XML, WSDL, SOAP, etc ) – the
system requirements model provides a
meaningful view of these for management.

Whole System Modeling
Obviously the mainstream modeling
approach within the CBD world is UML.
Within UML, and increasingly in UML2
submissions, the service concept is
covered in a number of ways including
Use Case views and Port and Operation
specifications. You may wish to review
the CBDI guest report authored by
Latchem, Apperley et al, which provided 
some worked examples using UML.2

However, this is an internal, (component 
based) view of services, and will need
further elaboration to cover the additional
contract types discussed above, and
inter service dependencies. 

Alternative methods of modeling have
been proposed, but some of these are
currently far from the mainstream. As an
interesting contrast to straight UML,

readers may like to look at a French
method called Amarco3, which claims to
provide system architects with a facility
to model the structure and behavior of
a service-oriented architecture, with
special relevance to such requirements
as ERP and supply chain management. 

In any case, design of a suitable set of
policies will require some predictive
modeling, probably simulation, which
UML does not support. For reasonably
complex systems, we recommend the
use of a simulation tool to model the
effectiveness of a given set of policies.

SOA Management
Modeling should also be used to support
the management of SOA. Given that
policies are designed to achieve certain
desired system properties, such as cost, 
performance and security, it is necessary
to monitor the behavior of the system.
Among other things, this will be used
to calibrate the simulation model and
fine-tune the policies.

The modeling framework in Box 7 can
support a top-down process, where each
model is driven by the model(s) above.
However, we should expect diagonal as
well as vertical links – and the scoping
and bundling of services may be
based on at least one other model.
Furthermore, the framework also
supports a bottom-up process, with
reverse engineering.

One of the ideas currently being explored
by the DbC community is the Contract
Wizard. This is essentially a reverse
engineering tool, capable of inferring
implicit contracts from the unstructured
documentation or behavior of software
components or services. We look
forward to seeing industrial-strength
products of this kind, integrated with
other modeling tools, which would
provide valuable support for a more
rigorous modeling process.
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Modeling and Process

Level

Market

Business

Information
Computation

Engineering
Technology

Model Notations

Implementation
Languages

Models

Domain Semantics

Business Asset Model Business Rule Model Business Service Model Business Process Model

Information Object Model

Service Context Model Service Policy Model Federation Model

System Policy Model System Service Model Collaboration Model

Demand Model

In the meantime, we can expect an
increasing range of tools to support the
transformations implied in Box 7. For
example, Omniopera from Kamniak4

offers a platform-independent way of
modeling syntactic web service
contracts at the schema level rather
than at the code level. And we have
previously discussed tools that generate
XML from a data model or class model,
such as Bind Systems BindStudio5 and
Popkin’s Envision XML (now bundled
with System Architect). While the
modeling of services and systems can
follow a traditional twin-track approach,
notions of service-based business and
on-demand business lead us towards a
wholly different formulation of the service 
development and management process.  
We have identified the evolution-driven
approach to requirements engineering,
as a radical alternative to the traditional
solution-driven approach.

The design of services therefore depends
on an understanding of the prevailing
and emerging demands within an
“ecosystem” and the way that services
may be provided as a response to this.
And since systems are themselves
designed to provide services – and
increasingly to variable customers rather 

Operational Simulation Model

Class Model Predicate Logic Use Case Model Interaction Model

e.g. XML e.g. OCL e.g. WSDL e.g. BPEL

than fixed employees – the same process
may be equally valid at this level as well.

The CBDi Forum is currently embarked
on an initiative to develop these methods
and processes further, and we hope many
members will join us in this initiative.

Summary
In this report we have addressed the
drivers and context for modeling in the
Service environment. We have sketched
out the areas where requirements
specification must undergo change, and
in subsequent reports we will
progressively cover the various areas in

Box 7: Modeling Framework

detail, including requirements modeling
process and deliverables, modeling
notation and modeling for design.

Richard Veryard  richard.veryard@cbdiforum.com

1. http://www.itellix.com

2. CBDI Report March 2002
Select Perspective, An Agile Process for Web
Services and Components  
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/
2002-03/select.php3

3. http://www/sysoft-sa.com

4. http://www.omniopera.com

5. CBDI Report April 2002 - Business Process
Modeling for Web Services
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/
2002-04/business.php3

Figure 2: Radical Challenge to Requirements Engineering
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By David Sprott

Model based development is not a new concept. However

enthusiasts of model based processes and tools have

struggled to realize the full potential of a genuinely good

idea, primarily because the technologies used have always

been proprietary. We look at how the OMG’s Model Driven

Architecture approach may enable the realization of model

based development goals and outline some of the now

emerging product support.

New Age Model Based
Development Tools

Market Analysis

Introduction
In the closing months of 2002 we saw the
unedifying spectacle of a .NET vs J2EE
benchmark being played out in the full
glare of publicity. Although the raw data
suggested that the .NET platform
outperformed the Java platform,
predictably there was more than
sufficient cause to question the entire
process, and therefore the results were
somewhat discredited. However what
did come through loud and clear was
that there was huge disagreement on
what constituted good architecture and
design practice, and whilst the ensuing
debate shed little light on the
benchmark, it demonstrated the massive
complexity of modern development
environments. Roger Sessions in his
commentary suggested that the
benchmark would have better focused
on cost issues. In our commentary1 we
suggested the benchmark would have
been better focused on usability and
simplification issues. Simply put, the

complexity of all the major platforms is
now such that projects can no longer be
successful with simple tools.  

Over the past few years the development
process has been increasingly developer
oriented. Whilst component based
environments should enable more highly
specified and more compartmentalized
designs, there are many trends that pull
in the opposite direction. For example
the market leading modeling tool
Rational Rose reflects the developer led
process by providing reverse engineering
of models from code in its XDE product;
XP based processes often emphasize
development at the expense of good
design. 

There has always been tension between
modeling led and developer led
processes. Typically modeling and
development are separate processes
carried out by different individuals, which
is often a disaster waiting to happen. The
modeler produces specifications, but
the developer treats them as broad
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the consumer. Only the producer needs
to know about the internals.

These ideas of perspective and
refinement were a core element of the
Catalysis approach, developed by Wills
and D’Souza (see box). However whilst
many people including myself found
these ideas attractive, they were hard to
put into practice a) because they
represent more work; b) because the
complexities of real world refinement
really require full automation to make
them practical and c) it has always been
hard to justify the additional quality
inherent in a fully refined model, over one
that has been developed in a more
conventional manner. 

These inhibitors to proper refinement
also have to be offset against the
potential for change that will inevitably
occur as the models are implemented
into code, and the reality that the models
will thereafter become to some extent,
less relevant.

Model Driven Architecture
In 2001 the OMG approved an
approach to developing model driven
architectures.2 This was not the approval
of a fully developed standard, but the
approval of a generic architecture on
which a series of successive standards
would be developed.

The essence of MDA is to formalize the
concepts of abstraction and refinement
such that models are created that form

part of a larger function or structure.
A model is only formal when the
diagrammatic components are paired
with precise definitions of the syntax (the
visible form) and semantics (meaning).

Whilst the MDA provides guidelines
on the architecture of models, the
viewpoints required for a particular
specification will be determined as a
modeling process decision. However
there are two specific model
architectures that are key to the MDA
objectives of separation of concerns:

● Platform Independent Models (PIM’s)

The PIMs provide formal
specifications of the structure and
function of the system that
abstract away technical details.
A form independent component
view describes computational
components and their interactions
in a platform-independent manner.

● Platform Specific Models (PSM’s)

The PSM is derived from the PIM
and provides a platform specific
view of the PIM including technolo-
gy specific model components that
result in generated code. 

In addition as shown in Figure 1, the PIM
can form the basis for a Computing
Independent Model (CIM) which is a
purely business model, in which
implementation decisions are excluded.
What is particularly interesting is the
emphasis placed by the OMG on the use
of UML for development of rich

New Age Model Based Development Tools continued...

guidelines rather than precise
specifications, or misinterprets them.
Platform considerations often force
developers to compromise good
component architecture to achieve
acceptable performance and deployment
integrity. Perfectly reasonable changes
made to the implementation are not
reengineered back into the design of
business model, rendering these not
merely out of date, but dangerously
inconsistent. Model based development
is a high ideal, but is less than practical
when compromises are made that
prejudice the traceability of the overall
process. 

In this report we examine how the OMG’s
MDA (Model Driven Architecture) is being
adopted by a number of vendors that are
delivering a new class of development
tool which promises to address these
long standing issues.

Model Based Development
Model based development has long
been associated with Component Based
Development (CBD). There are many
important relationships between the two
ideas, including formality of specification
and interface, separation of concerns
and progressive refinement of the
specification. All of these ideas support
the fundamental concept of CBD that is
often expressed as the “separation of
internal and external perspectives”. The
consumer needs to know everything
about the component that impacts on

Zooming In and Out: Why Abstract and Refine?
A major theme of Catalysis is precise abstraction: the ability to look at a design of a model in only as much detail as necessary
without loss of precision. You can precisely describe your code to your colleagues in documents or presentations, or just
sketching over coffee, without getting into superfluous detail. The abstract views can isolate different concerns; you can present
the behavior, or you can describe the internal design scheme.

Objects, Components and Frameworks with UML, The Catalysis Approach, D’Souza, WIlls 1999
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● PIM to PSM to transform to an
execution infrastructure ideally
using a platform specific profile.

● PSM to PSM to reuse a component
and or deploy, using component
packaging profiles which select
services and common configuration
profiles.

● PSM to Code to generate
application code for the target
model selected.

● PSM to PIM to abstract models of
an existing implementation in a
particular technology into a
platform-independent model. 

declarative specification models that
can provide precise definition of syntax,
constraints, usage and behavior, and
the adoption of contract based  design
techniques which CBDI have been
recommending for many years.

Where the MDA standards come into
play is in the standardization of the
mappings between the models. A
mapping is a set of rules and techniques
used to modify one model in order to get
another model. Mappings are used for
transforming:

● PIM to PIM to enhance, filter,
refine or specialize a model.

continues...

Figure 1: MDA Model Architectures

Static invariants and pre/post conditions are particularly important features of an
approach to rigorous software engineering called contract based design. UML did
not invent the concept of contract based design, but it has very good support for it.
While contract based design does not eliminate the need for informal textual
explanations of interface usage, it can significantly reduce dependence on them.
The UML allows formalization of the vocabulary otherwise left imprecise in interface
specifications, as an abstract yet precise model of the state of the object providing
that interface and of any parameters exchanged.

OMG, Model Driven Architecture Document ormsc/2001-07-01
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3. Easier to specify platform independent
integration and interoperability which
can then be mapped to specific
mechanisms

The platform independent characteristics
of MDA are important, particularly for the
many CORBA users, and also ISV’s that
are developing products that will need to
operate on many platforms. We are also
sympathetic to the thinking that current
languages, platforms and middleware
protocols (including SOAP, WSDL,
believe it or not) must be considered as
relatively transient, and will inevitably
replaced in due course, merely adding to
the already unmanageable inventory of
superceded technologies. 

However experience with prior code
generation approaches shows that
platform and technology independence
is a lower business priority than
productivity, quality and performance
issues. It is interesting to observe the
uptake of tools vendors to implement
code generation based products based
on the MDA architecture. Although
everyone involved in software delivery
would welcome a way to avoid the
current technology treadmill that is
constantly creating new legacy code, the
practical reality is that it is difficult to
make a business case for increased
investment today that “may” avoid future
costs. But if the conventionally
understood benefits of model based
development can be delivered by the
MDA backplane, then there are
potentially real business benefits to be
gained. These include:

● effort invested in rigorous
specification can be leveraged
by code generation of both
components and services

● maintenance is performed at the
model level, eliminating the
requirement for round trip

engineering and enhancing quality
and integrity

● common skills can be employed in
modeling and construction

Of course there will be those that will
say “code generators have been
available for years which deliver these
benefits with considerable productivity
gains; so what’s new?” However the
advantage of MDA based applications is
that the standards based models can
encompass and integrate disparate
technology environments.

Conversely and predictably there will
also be many that reject generated code
as inadequate and potentially non
performant. However the openness
and customizability of the MDA
transformation approach is likely to be
much more acceptable. In time it will
become de facto standard practice.

The New Tools
There is broad industry support for MDA
including IBM, HP, Sun, Rational (now
IBM), Compuware, CA, Iona, Borland
and others. Several vendors are already
providing MDA support and, as MDA
matures we can expect many others to
follow suit. Early adopter ISV’s include:

● Rational, itself recently acquired by
IBM, acquired NeuVis in August
2002, with its NeuArchitect product
- a rapid application development
platform providing integrated UML
based visual modeling, and an
automated construction system
that generates up to 95% of the
required code for cross platform
(multiple Java and Microsoft )
execution.

● Compuware, that have integrated
the MDA approach together with
their OptimalJ pattern based
development tool. (See box).

The MDA is based on existing standards
UML, MOF and XML. In essence the
MDA specifies model abstractions and
XML DTD's that span the life cycle and
provides mappings between the models.
XMI provides the syntax and semantics
underlying UML, MOF plus the XML the
metadata backplane, and UML profiles 
the key interoperability technologies
such as Java, IDL etc. 

What's really important here is that there
is a step change away from earlier model
based development approaches which
focused on generation of executable
code. The MDA approach also
encompasses generation of the
middleware specifications, thus allowing
the automation of both the executable
implementation and its interfaces. And
with OMG’s new found interest in
contract by design as discussed earlier,
we can see a number of important
threads being drawn together.

Whilst based on existing standards, it’s
still early days for MDA. The OMG’s
initial thrust is pretty clearly about
interoperability, and addressing the
needs of CORBA users. In our opinion
the real benefits of MDA will be realized
with the implementation of comprehensive
model based development, which
includes executable code and the related
Service based interfaces, and when there
are agreed standards for mapping
between technologies and levels. This
will take some time.

The New Model Based
Environment
The OMG identify three important bene-
fits of MDA based abstraction:

1. Easier to validate the correctness of a
model uncluttered by platform specific
semantics

2. Easier to produce implementations
on different platforms with common
behaviors
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OMG is usually a lagging organization,
locked into long timescales by its
bureaucratic processes. Interestingly this
time around the OMG is actually in a
position to lead this interesting
development, and appropriately the
conservatism of the OMG may be a great
asset and encourage vendors to avoid
exaggerating expectations. 

In practice it will take considerable time
for the concepts to mature and to
become widely used. Rather than trying
out the new ideas on easy projects,
which was the strategy advised by most
CASE vendors, early MDA projects will
be those that have complex modeling
requirements and sophisticated product
line architectures which dictate high levels
of reuse and rigorous specifications.
These are the projects that really need
sophisticated modeling support, and will
challenge the approach. Whilst broad
acceptance and standardization of the
MDA approach is going to take
considerable time, the tools are now
available now to assist larger, more
complex projects which can justify the
investment. 

David Sprott  david.sprott@cbdiforum.com

1. Thu 14 Nov: .NET vs Java PetStore Benchmark
Erupts again
http://www.cbdiforum.com/public/news/
index.php3?id=1139

2. Model Driven Architecture (MDA) Document
number ormsc/2001-07-01
http://cgi.omg.org/docs/ormsc/01-07-01.pdf

3. Borland’s Delphi 7 Release notes
http://www.borland.com/news/press_releases/
2002/08_29_02_Delphi7_shipping.html

4. Codagen Architect 
http://www.codagen.com/products/architect/
default.htm

5. Interactive Objects
http://www.io-software.com/index_as.html

6. Wilde Technologies Architecture Implementation
Platform
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/
2002-05/wilde.php3

MDA standard will progressively become
more important in this market, but it is
useful to remember that there’s more
than one way of skinning a cat. 

Right now the MDA tools market is
obviously very immature, reflecting the
early stage standards process. Other
major players particularly Rational have
yet to declare their strategy.

Summary
So is this CASE (Computer Assisted
Software Engineering) all over again?
During the latter half of the 1980’s there
was a huge amount of hype over
model based development and code
generation. If you believed the hype then,
this was the end of the programmer or
developer as we knew it. Of course as we
all know it didn’t quite work out like that.
The few successful CASE products did a
good job of delivering new code for
quite specific environments, but they
didn’t form the basis for distributed
architectures that replaced the monolithic
mainframe and Unix architectures. It’s
interesting to question why, and how
MDA based products are different? 

CASE as we knew it didn’t survive
because the code generation approaches
at that time were predicated on 100%
automation, and, with proprietary
architectures. Also they were focused on
conventional centralized architectures,
and predated major trends such as
reuse, distribution and middleware. 

MDA addresses these issues
comprehensively by providing a
transformation model that allows for
less than 100% automation. More
importantly it is specifically designed to
create architectural components as well
as applications, and to facilitate reuse.
However we need to be very cautious
and avoid creating exaggerated
expectations for this technology. The

● Borland3, that has announced
MDA support in Delphi 7, and is
clearly betting its longer term cross
platform position on the MDA
standard, as well as increasing its
enterprise applicability. 

● Codagen Architect4 that integrates
with other UML modeling tools
and claims to generate 100% of
the application architecture source
code and up to 95% of the total
application code for deployment
on Java or .NET platforms. 

● Arcstyler from Interactive Objects5,
that provide their Architectural
IDE which is designed to support
the concepts of Convergent
Architecture, an approach which
claims to deliver systematic reuse
and progressive refinement of
software design wisdom (sic). The
product collaborates with Rational
Rose and JBuilder and targets the
Java platform.

Market Matters
Last year when we reviewed the Wilde
component implementation platform we
identified that there was a clear need for
tools that provided architectural control
over the implementation process. We said
“We have named a new market space to
describe this capability, i.e. “Architecture
Implementation Platform”. The benefits
of this fundamental re-think of how
components interact are numerous. It
makes component re-use much more
feasible, it ensures that UML designs
don’t get lost in the implementation, and
it makes for a much more agile application
infrastructure where components can be
quickly re-architected to create new
applications6.” At this stage we think that
it is sensible to cluster and compare
tools under this requirements driven
classification. It seems likely that the 
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CBDI reviewed OptimalJ 2.0 in June 20021. We commented: Compuware has demonstrated an understanding of the J2EE
application architecture that goes much further than its competitors who in main supply you with the building blocks but rely
on you to put it all together. OptimalJ will create a best practice Java application based on accepted blueprints and build all
the deployment files required for your target server. The new version fully embraces the pattern-driven approach and opens
up the development environment so that by editing the transformation patterns, new application styles can be targeted.
Compuware is breaking new ground by expressing these transformations using XML, and is working with OMG to define
extensions to Model Driven Architecture (MDA) standards.

In July 2002 Compuware announced that OptimalJ fully supports the MDA specification and implements MDA in its entirety,
supporting model-to-model and model-to-code transformation. OptimalJ has implemented OMG’s PIM in the form of a
UML-based domain model, which developers can visually create using OptimalJ’s Domain Model Editor. OptimalJ’s Pattern-
driven Generator automatically transforms the PIM into a PSM using technology patterns. The generated PSM includes a
three-tier architecture according to J2EE specifications and includes the definitions for all components that need to be
generated, including a Model-View-Controller implementation of the user interface. The Pattern-driven Generator uses
implementation patterns to transform the PSM into actual working Java code for the J2EE platform, Java Server Pages,
Enterprise JavaBeans and Standard Query Language. Using this approach, Java development productivity can potentially
increase very considerably.

The OptimalJ approach is illustrated below. Functional patterns provide a basis for consistent implementation and reuse of
common functionality in domain, application and code abstractions. Transformation patterns automatically transform the
higher level abstraction into the next level models using technology and implementation patterns. Compuware provides its
customers with a pattern editor, which allows extension and customization as appropriate. When OptimalJ 2.2 is commercially
available in early 2003 there will also be hooks that allow customers to override and extend the default pattern which
minimizes divergence from the mainstream product. Compuware’s experience is that ISV’s and SI’s in particular are making
use of the extensions as they can use them to refine and optimize the transformations to meet their own standards and
design practices, often overcoming objections to generated code. 

Compuware reports their customers are experiencing lots of benefits resulting from OptimalJ’s MDA approach. One such
customer is E-SoftSys, an e-Commerce consulting and software development company located in the US. In the opinion of
its President and CEO, Kat Shenoy, OptimalJ is the only tool currently available that realizes the true benefits of MDA.
OptimalJ has realized substantial productivity gains and cost savings for E-SoftSys. Initial manual development of the
e-maintenance application, the first module of an application to automate the company workflow needs, took 400 hours
using two experienced Java programmers. And this did not include the additional time required to manually test the module!
With OptimalJ, however, one business analyst, with less Java experience and purely a generalist in workflow based
applications, completed redevelopment of the same module, including testing, in 248 hours.

In OptimalJ the model abstractions (Domain, Application and Code) are formal constructs mirroring the PIM, PSM and Code
models in the MDA. This is a grey box generation approach where the transformed elements are shown as Guarded Blocks,
and developers can extend the model at the next level in Free Blocks. It is really important to appreciate that this is model
based development - there is no Round Trip Engineering facility, specifications are defined at the appropriate level and
transformed to the next automatically; changes are made at the appropriate level and once code has been generated the
application is managed and maintained through the models, not by modifying code. Therefore the models are the
documentation and are guaranteed to be synchronized with the executable code. 

There are code visualization tools that allow the developer to navigate using the models, and changes can be made freely in
the Free Blocks, which will in-turn be reflected in the appropriate models.

OptimalJ from Compuware
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When it was first launched OptimalJ was targeted at solving skills issues for organizations rolling out Java for general
business development. The pattern approach to development allowed architects to provide architectural and application
frameworks for other developers to use, that reduced the skill levels necessary for general business development. With the
latest release of OptimalJ, the emphasis of the tool has changed significantly, providing a sophisticated delivery and
management environment for architecture and application models. The product footprint has also expanded to encompass
integration, which is managed at the domain model level with transformation support for Web Services, Legacy, Java and
CORBA. This is now a product that will be of interest to organizations that have large scale Java environments and have an
urgent need to manage them.

Compuware, in addition to opening up its implementation patterns, is working on opening up its Technology patterns using
the TPL (template) language and anticipates considerable extensions to cover many platform technology combinations in a
standards based manner. From Compuware's perspective they see the management environment and the pattern generator
as their key intellectual property and view standardization as encouraging broad adoption of MDA based model based
development. 

In June we commented that “OptimalJ represents an important transition for Compuware’s development tools towards a more
open and standards-based Java architecture. But instead of simply following the ubiquitous Java tools, they have focused on
delivering higher productivity support through pattern transformation and model-based development. The mature organization
will recognize that Java developer tools alone are inadequate, and complex, enterprise solutions require an integrated, full life
cycle support environment, that is driven by the domain model.” The addition of standards based transformation for multiple
behaviors now sets the benchmark for enterprise level model based development.

More information at: http://www.compuware.com/products/optimalj/

1. CBDI Report, June 2002 - OptimalJ From Compuware
http://www.cbdiforum.com/secure/interact/2002-06/optimal.php3
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